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	For ease of use, this edition has been divided into the following subject sections: general principles; materials and processes; control, power electronics and drives; environment; power generation; transmission and distribution; power systems; sectors of electricity use.

	

	New chapters and major revisions include: industrial instrumentation; digital control systems; programmable controllers; electronic power conversion; environmental control; hazardous area technology; electromagnetic compatibility; alternative energy sources; alternating current generators; electromagnetic transients; power system planning; reactive power plant and FACTS controllers; electricity economics and trading; power quality.

	

	*An essential source of techniques, data and principles for all practising electrical engineers

	*Written by an international team of experts from engineering companies and universities

	*Includes a major new section on control systems, PLCs and microprocessors
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Building the Global Fiber Optics SuperhighwaySpringer, 2001

	Many wonderful stories have contributed to the growth and worldwide renown of the fiber optics industry. From its improbable roots in the 1960s and the important early laser work by Stewart Miller and colleagues at Bell Laboratories to seminal discoveries by Coming’s Don Keck, Robert Maurer, and Peter Schultz in 1970 demonstrating that...
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Graphics Programming Methods (Charles River Media Graphics)Charles River, 2003

	The capabilities and computational speed of today's hardware have dramatically enhanced graphics technology. These improvements happen so quickly, however, that it is often difficult for programmers to keep pace. Graphics Programming Methods is a unique collection of application and technique-driven articles that provide practical methods...
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Love-Letters and Privacy in Modern China: The Intimate Lives of Lu Xun and Xu GuangpingOxford University Press, 2002
This book opens up three new topics in modern Chinese literary history: the intimate lives of Lu Xun and Xu Guangping as a couple; real and imagined love-letters in modern Chinese literature; and concepts of privacy in China. The scandalous affair between modern China's greatest writer and his former student is revealed in their letters to each...
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Excel Data Analysis For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Harness the power of Excel to discover what your numbers are hiding


	Excel Data Analysis For Dummies, 2nd Edition is the ultimate guide to getting the most out of your data. Veteran Dummies author Stephen L. Nelson guides you through the basic and not-so-basic features of Excel to help you discover...
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Zero to 100,000: Social Media Tips and Tricks for Small Businesses (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	“I work in digital media publishing, yet I’ve struggled, like most of the business world, to understand how to make social media work for me. Sarah-Jayne and Dean tackled the challenge with an energy that has to be seen to be believed. These two are now my #1 source of information and have provided simple and...
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Migrating to Drupal 7Packt Publishing, 2012

	Both new and seasoned users of the Drupal content management framework want

	to migrate content from other websites and sources into the Drupal system. You

	may have a website built in a different codebase and database system that you want

	to move into Drupal. As long as that system allows for exporting of data into CSV,

	RSS and/or...
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